
6月30日
Online lesson
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写字

1. Person

2. Earth (tu3)

3. Also (ye3)

4. Female (nv3)

5. He

6. She

7. Ground (di4)

8. Sun (ri4)

9. Moon(yue4)

10. Bright (ming2)

11. White (bai2)

12. Hundred (bai3)

13. Work (gong1)

14. Field (tian2)

15. Strength (li4)

16. Male (nan2)

17. In (li3)

18. To produce, a 
being (sheng1)

19. On, up, above, get 
on (shang4)

20. Down, under, get 
off (xia4)

21. To be located (zai4)

22. Big (da4)

23. Too much (tai4)

24. Ancient Arrow

25. Sit (zuo4)

26. Rest (xiu1)

27. Medical (yi1)

28. Four (si4)

29. West (xi1)

30. Alcohol (jiu3)
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写字

31. Peng2 (friend)

32. You3 (friend)

33. De (grammar word)

34. to eat (chi1)

35. Energy (qi4)

36. Steam (qi)

37. Reverse (fan3)

38. Food/rice (fan4)

39. To have (you3)

40. Main unit word (ge)
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41. To want, need (yao4)
42. Again, and also (you4)
43. Left (zuo3)
44. Right (you4)
45. Cloud (yun2)
46. Can (hui4)
47. Go (qu4)
48. Ying1 (as in England/UK)
49. Dusk, evening (xi1)
50. duo1
51. sui4
52. wai4
53. Ji3 (how many、several)
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https://youtu.be/o51Dsn7YTjw
A story in slow Chinese

作业

Listen/watch the video below as many times as you can.  Use it in the way 
that works best for you – play it in the background for gentle familiarity, watch 
it with the text covered for listening comprehension or go through it slowly to 
check all the vocab.  There’s no one right way – but passively watching once 
isn’t enough, so make an early start with it.  It’s full of really useful stuff and
lots of revision, as well as a few new things.

And don’t forget to keep practising writing characters.  We didn’t have time 
for them last lesson so you know what’s coming next lesson :D

https://youtu.be/o51Dsn7YTjw

